Combined chemical and structural analysis of low dimensional systems in FEG-SEM
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Correlative microscopy is a powerful analytical approach combining strengths of different techniques for study of materials. In this study we present simultaneous chemical and structural analysis of FIB-lamella extracted from Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells in SEM.

Chemical analysis of low-dimensional systems (nanoparticles, nanorods, TEM lamellae, etc.) in SEM is highly desirable considering the lower ownership and operational costs, ease of use, and dual-beam capabilities for sample preparation. Due to geometric and other constrains, the solid angle which can be achieved for conventional EDS detectors in SEM, is on average a magnitude lower compared to TEM. Moreover, the small interaction volume of electron transparent materials generates lower x-ray yield than bulk, which complicates reliable chemical identification. All this makes EDS analysis of e-transparent samples in SEM challenging.

For this work, we used an annular side entry detector with a central aperture, the XFlash®FlatQUAD EDS detector (Fig. 1)[1,2]. Unlike the conventional EDS detectors placed on high angle ports, the FlatQUAD is inserted horizontally and placed between the sample and the pole piece. Due to the unique detector position, a high solid angle (~ 1 steradian) for x-ray collection is achieved giving high sensitivity at low count rates. Furthermore, the sample-detector geometry enables a large take-off angle, allowing the analysis of highly topographic or bent specimens.

Simultaneous EDS and transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) measurements are possible due to the unique sample-detector geometry. The sample is placed between the FlatQUAD and OPTIMUS TKD detector [3]. As shown in figure 1, TKD and EDS signals are simultaneously collected by both detectors. Since the OPTIMUS TKD detector and the specimen are aligned with the primary e-beam “on-axis”[4], TKD patterns are collected with minimal band distortions and fast measurement speeds at low probe currents. Since the Boersch effect is minimized, higher spatial resolution can be achieved.

Figure 2a shows single element EDS maps of the CIGS absorber and CdS buffer layer. For electron-transparent samples, the Cliff-Lorimer-factor or Zeta-factor based quantification methods must be used [5,6]. Here we use the Cliff-Lorimer method to quantify the element distribution and the line profile (Fig. 2b) for CIGS solar cells. Figure 2c presents TKD results from four different layers of a CIGS solar cell. The map has a high indexing rate of nearly 100% in the CIGS region. The thin CdS layer (between ZnO and CIGS) could not be measured because the very fine CdS particles (< 10 nm) produce TKD pattern overlaps. However, this is a limitation due to sample thickness and can be resolved by using a thinner sample (~20-30 nm).

The successful combination of quantitative element and orientation mapping demonstrates how new instrumentation enables the correlation of different analysis techniques in SEM. Even more correlative research, e.g. the addition of µ-XRF, WDS and in-situ experiments in SEM is possible.
Figure 1. Sample-detector geometry showing simultaneous use of the annular FlatQUAD EDS and OPTIMUS TKD detectors for e-transparent samples.

Figure 2. Single element EDS maps (a) of CIGS absorber and CdS buffer layer, with the corresponding quantified line profile (b) using the Cliff-Lorimer quantification method. TKD map (c) showing the crystal orientation distribution in Z-direction (perpendicular to the lamella surface) acquired from four different layers of a CIGS solar cell.
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